
MASTER THESIS COMPUTER SCIENCE TEMPLATE

This template includes all you need for your thesis in Computer Science: pseudocode, listsings (sourcecode), tables,
math and equations, tables with coloured.

By the time they produce an acceptable copy, they find that a term or two of school has slipped by and they
still have not graduated. You must be able to work with your thesis advisor, and you may need to work with
other faculty and students as well. The requirements document tells what your program will do from the user's
perspective. We must admit that this information collected here is neither complete nor represents it a general
rule set. Nevertheless, we try to keep it up-to-date and comprehensive. Of course, you will need to have taken
certain courses, read certain books and journal articles, and otherwise perform some basic research before you
begin writing your program or thesis. The ability to express yourself orally. Are citations in the caption if a
graph is borrowed? Conclusion What are the implications of the answer? These include a user's manual, a
maintenance manual, and a test suite. NB: Thesis already bound i. Write a Requirements Document The
requirements document explains what your program is to do. Comments help you understand what is to be
done. A good grade point average. It is difficult to specify an exact cut-off, but a 3. Write Specification and
Design Documents The specification document explains what the requirements are, but more precisely than
the requirements document itself. The ability to work with others. Most theses in Computer Science consist of
two distinct parts: 1 writing a significant program, and 2 writing a paper that describes your program and why
you wrote it. A well thought-out maintenance manual can assist in explaining your code. Also, use a
professional document preparation system, for example, L A T E X, troff, or WordPerfect, which allows you
to print your document on a laser printer. It is written before you write the program and should include a list of
algorithms you will use, major data structures, a list of major functions, their inter-relationships, and the steps
you will use to develop your program. NB: The old title pages meant for the bound theses are not valid
anymore. Problem statement What problem are we trying to solve? Do the labals include the measurement
units? Write The Comments First Understanding where and how to comment your code is important. The
research you have done should provide you with a list of conferences and journals to which you can submit
your work. Intoduction general motivation for your work, context and goals : pages Context: make sure to link
where your work fits in Problem: gap in knowledge, too expensive, too slow, a deficiency, superseded
technology Strategy: the way you will address the problem 2. You will write a thesis proposal that evolves
into your thesis. Write An Outline For Each Chapter The top-down approach, which is recommended for
program development, carries over to the development of your thesis paper. Contents Time to start the thesis
work, but no idea of the topic or supervisor? The last event in your M. Consequently, they postpone writing
until they have completed their programming. Always run your written work through a spelling checker before
you ask someone else to read it. Further reading. General Rules and Hints Structure of the document The main
document should be organized as follows. How to Write Your Program Presumably you have a thesis topic,
and it is time to start developing a program that will implement or demonstrate your ideas about this topic.
You will be asked to present lectures on your work at the Computer Science seminar. Are all equations,
figures, tables numbered? To register to the project, you should have most of your advanced courses and
seminars completed, so that you can graduate within one year of registration including the thesis work. The
maintenance manual grows from your specification, preliminary design, and detailed design documents. A
postdoc acting as the supervisor must have earlier experience on acting as the second examiner. Write a
Maintenance Manual If your work has lasting benefit, someone will want to extend the functionality of your
code.


